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Few know that Indonesia is actually a vegetarian haven. Read on to find out more 
about the nation’s tastiest and healthiest delicacies.  
 
I have never understood those who did not like eating vegetables. When I was just a 
kid, I would be very confused whenever I watched adults encourage children on 
American TV shows to eat their veggies. I am not a vegetarian, but I have always 
loved eating my vegetables; they were always cooked so deliciously! It was not until I 
lived in the States, where my dose of vegetables could only come from bland boiled 
vegetables or raw leafy salads, that I understood why children would not prefer to eat 
healthily. Although with time I eventually adjusted to eating a healthy yet zesty salad, 
I would still take my tasty terong balado any day. Thus, I have listed a few of my 
favorite Indonesian vegetarian dishes. Vegetarians, I hope my choices do not 
disappoint! 
 
Let us begin with a local favorite – gado gado, an Indonesian salad of boiled 
vegetables and eggs topped with a tasty nut sauce. What makes gado gado different 
from Western style salads, however, is that there is more sauce than vegetable, 
meaning that each vegetable would be well coated with the nutty topping.  
Vegetables may include string beans, tempeh, potatoes, corn and cabbage. Gado gado 
is definitely worth a try, as it is practically an Indonesian staple. It is a dish that you 
can find in almost any vendor, whether that be a fancy restaurant or a hawker stall on 
the side of the road. Don’t forget the emping, Indonesian fried crackers made from 
melinjo, to top it all off! Other similar dishes include ketoprak, karedok and lotek.  
 
Terong balado is hands down one of my favorite Indonesian dishes. A spicy eggplant 
dish that originates from Padang, terong balado is a great companion to a plate of hot 
white rice. This is definitely the tastier vegetarian option in comparison to Western 
salads. The spicy red sauce combines perfectly with the tender eggplant meat, making 
it a great combination. Balado is a cooking technique that is unique to Padang cuisine 
that uses a lot of different spices and chili. Aside from eggplant, you could also have 
telor balado, where you have the same dish but cooked with hard-boiled eggs instead. 
 
This particular vegetarian dish also comes with a history lesson! Lontong cap go meh 
is more than just a rich coconut milk based soup dish that is served with lontong (rice 
balls), sayur lodeh, telur pindang (hard boiled marble egg), koya powder, sambal and 
kerupuk. In fact, lontong cap go meh has also been called a symbol of friendship 
between Peranakan Chinese Indonesians and local Javanese community. When 
Chinese immigrants arrived in Indonesia in the Majapahit period, their daily diet 
obviously adapted to the traditional Javanese cuisine. It is believed that lontong cap 
go meh is the Chinese take on the traditional Indonesian dish opor ayam, a chicken 
stew that is also coconut milk based. It is not surprising then that lontong cap go meh 
can only be found in Indonesia, as those of the Chinese descent in Malaysia do not eat 
this dish. Although this meal is usually served with chicken, it is definitely just as 
tasty when eating without it.  
 
A Jogjakarta delicacy, nasi gudeg is another delicious vegetarian dish. Gudeg is made 
from jackfruit that has been boiled for hours in palm sugar, coconut milk, and a 



handful of different spices, resulting in a sweet brown vegetable dish. Gudeg is then 
served with white rice, tofu and tempeh. If you would like the non-vegetarian option, 
you could also have some chicken and krecek (crisp beef skin stew) alongside your 
meal. Although Jogja has been dubbed as Kota Gudeg (City of Gudeg), there are a 
few other different types of gudeg from Solo and Surakarta. While gudeg is from 
Jogja is usually drier and redder due to its use of teak leaves, gudeg from Solo and 
Surakarta is wetter and whiter as it is cooked with more coconut milk. There are three 
traditional ways gudeg is packed, whether it be in a besek (box made from bamboo), a 
can or in a kendil (clay jar). Gudeg may be a Jogja specialty, but it has also become an 
Indonesian staple like gado gado, and can be found in many restaurants across the 
country. 
 
If you were looking to have a more authentic vegetarian experience, I would 
recommend you to try a local vegetarian restaurant. As I mentioned previously, there 
are those who become vegetarians other than for the obvious reason of becoming 
healthier. Some Buddhists, for instance, choose to be vegetarians for religious 
reasons. Kampoeng Kita is a small but cozy vegan place located near the big Buddhist 
Tzu Chi school in Pantai Indah Kapuk (PIK). Note that I used vegan instead of 
vegetarian, which are two completely different things. Vegans take their diet a step 
above vegetarians by choosing not to consume any dairy products or eggs. Thus, 
Kampoeng Kita does not use any MSG or preservatives, nor do they use any dairy 
products or eggs. At Kampoeng Kita, it’s worth to try the ‘meat’ options. I tried the 
sate combi, which is the combination of ‘chicken’ satay, ‘lamb’ satay, and zucchini 
satay. The texture and taste of the ‘meat’, while not exactly the same, is actually 
pretty similar to that of the real meat. This certainly provides for a rather surreal 
culinary experience, one you should especially have if you are a non-vegetarian.  
 
We should all be incredibly thankful that Indonesian cuisine is very vegetarian 
friendly. I definitely left a lot of great vegetarian dishes from this list, so I encourage 
all of you to go out and find more! Eating your veggies will never be more enjoyable 
than in this delicious country we live in –  


